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The field of Affective Computing:
An interdisciplinary perspective

Jonathan Gratch, University of Southern California

Introduction
In psychology, the term affect refers to a broad range of psychological constructs associated with
valanced personal reactions and feelings. This includes momentary emotions but also longer-term
states such as moods or personality traits. Affective Computing is the interdisciplinary field of study
concerned with recognizing, understanding, simulating and stimulating affective states in the design of
computational systems (see Calvo, D'Mello, Gratch, & Kappas, 2015 for a broad overview). Research in
the area is motivated by the fact that emotion pervades human life – emotions motivate human
behavior, they promote social bonds between people and between people and artifacts, and emotional
cues play an important role in forecasting human mental state and future actions. Technology is less
efficient if it perturbs human emotions; more efficient if it engages with them productively; more
attractive if it appeals to human emotions; and often it is primarily concerned with enabling humans to
experience particular emotions (notably happiness).
Since the coining of the term by Picard in 1997, affective computing has emerged as a cohesive
and increasingly impactful discipline spanning computer science, psychology, neuroscience, philosophy,
art and industry. The journal which I founded in 2010 (IEEE’s Transactions on Affective Computing) has
one of the highest impact factors for journals in computer science (7.17 at the time of this writing).
Affective computing papers and keynotes are routinely presented at the International Society for
Research on Emotions and the Society for Affective Science, as well as the dedicated conference on the
topic (the International Conference on Affective Computing and Intelligent Interaction). Besides this
scientific impact, affective computing is beginning to transform society. Technology giants such as Apple,
Amazon, Google and Facebook, as well as hundreds of smaller companies are deploying affective
computing methods to predict or influence consumer behavior. Indeed, the AI Now Institute, an
interdisciplinary research center dedicated to understanding the social implications of artificial
intelligence, listed affective computing as its number one societal concern in their 2019 report
(Crawford et al., 2019).
In this article, I provide a broad overview of the field. Although many people are most familiar
with techniques for automatically recognizing emotion, I will emphasize that affective computing is a
broad and vibrant field that not only recognizes affective states, but attempts to model and predict
affective responses, and uses these models to generate life-like robots and digital characters, as well as
to shape how people make decisions. The next section defines what the field means by the term affect.
This is then followed by sections that discusses, in turn, how affective computing methods focus on the
mind, the body, and social interaction. I end with a brief discussion of the ethical issues raised by the
field.

What is affect?
Although emotion is the most salient concept associated with the term affect, the field of affective
computing addresses a broad range of psychological constructs (Scherer, 2010). These concepts include
emotions such as angry or sad (which tend to be strong and short and directed at a specific event – e.g.,
“I am angry at you”), moods such as cheerful or gloomy (which are less intense, longer lasting and not
specifically associated with a triggering event – e.g., “I feel irritable”), interpersonal stances towards
other, such as warm or cold, preferences and attitudes towards objects or ideas (e.g., “I love that
painting”), and affective dispositions such as nervous or anxious (which can persist for years).
Each of these affective constructs are seen as possessing important substructure. For example,
emotion is seen as involving several component mechanisms (Fontaine, Scherer, Roesch, & Ellsworth,
2007). These include (a) appraisal processes (which are involved in triggering an emotional response),
(b) psychophysiological changes (such as increased heart rate or amygdala activation), (c) motor
expressions (such as facial expressions, vocal changes and gestures), (d) action tendencies (such as
preparation for fight versus flight), (e) subjective experiences (such as self-reported feelings of anger),
and (f) emotion regulation / coping processes (such as suppression or reappraisal).
Much of the recent controversies in emotion research surround the linkages between these
different components. For example, Ekman’s basic emotion theory argues these components are tightly
linked and essentially act as a single circuit (Ekman, 1992). The implication of this view is that
recognition of behavior in one component is highly diagnostic of other components, and in particular,
that felt emotions can be readily predicted from surface cues such as facial expressions. However, the
emerging consensus in emotion research is that these components are only loosely connected. Thus,
predicting felt emotions from facial expressions alone is difficult, if not impossible, without bringing in
additional information such as details about the setting in which the expression was evoked (Barrett,
Adolphs, Marsella, Martinez, & Pollak, 2019; Crivelli & Fridlund, 2018).
Other controversies surround the appropriate labels to distinguish the different states of these
components. For example, emotion in particular has been argued to be best described by basic emotion
categories such as hope and fear (Ekman, 1992), or richer basic categories – e.g.., Ortony and colleagues
distinguish twenty-two emotion categories (Ortony, Clore, & Collins, 1988) – or continuous dimensions
such as valance and arousal (Russell, 1980) or evaluation, potency and activity (Osgood, May, Miron, &
Miron, 1975). Further, emotion research has tended to overemphasize distinctions amongst negative
states but recent work has begun to emphasize distinctions between positive affective states (Shiota et
al., 2014).
These different senses of affect can create confusion and potentially lead techniques to be used
in inappropriate ways. Unlike some scientific disciplines, affective computing uses terms, such as
emotion, that have intuitive meanings in popular culture that differ from their scientific usage. This
confusion can be amplified by marketing hype by commercial companies that sell these techniques. For
example, Amazon claims its Rekognition software can “detect emotions such as happy or sad” 1 and that
this can be effective for “determining if a movie is subjectively funny.” 2 The commonsense
interpretation of these statements is that the software predicts what people would say they feel about a
situation. Yet deep in the software documentation one can find that the software detects “emotions
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https://aws.amazon.com/getting-started/hands-on/detect-analyze-compare-faces-rekognition/
https://aws.amazon.com/deeplens/community-projects/Facial_Emotion/

that appear to be expressed on the face.” 3 In other words, the software was trained to predict what a
3rd party would think a person is expressing, when looking at an image of their face (e.g., if are they
smiling). Unfortunately, the association between expression and self-reported feeling is now know to be
quite weak. For example, people smile for many reasons including out of politeness (Ambadar, Cohn, &
Reed, 2009), in response to surprising events (Lei & Gratch, 2019) or even frustration (Hoque & Picard,
2011). Seeing that a person smiles when they watch a movie provides some evidence that they find it
funny, but such interpretations must be taken with care and are best combined with other evidence and
contextual factors. This is particularly true when expressions are used for societally important issues like
hiring (Harwell, 2019) or law enforcement (Rose, 2019). 4

Mind
Affective computing techniques focus on far more than recognizing affective signals. Affects are closely
intertwined with how people make decisions (Damásio, 1994; Loewenstein & Lerner, 2003). For
example, people make risker decisions in a happier mood and choices are often made based on the
anticipated emotions that they will bring about. By modeling these influences, affective computing
techniques can, for example, predict the emotions people will feel (Gratch & Marsella, 2005) and how
these emotions influence decision-making (Busemeyer, Dimperio, & Jessup, 2007).
Most models of affect and decision-making build upon appraisal theory, one of the most widelyaccepted theories on the antecedents of emotion (e.g., see Scherer, 2005). There are several variations
of appraisal theory but they share many of the basic processes illustrated in Figure 1. Affect is argued to
arise from an appraisal process that compares events in the world (or imagined events in the mind) with
an organism’s beliefs and goals. This comparison involves several facets, often called appraisal variables,
including if the event facilitates or hinders the organism’s goals, if the event was expected, the level of
control over the event, and who is to blame for the good or bad consequences. Different patterns of
appraisal will tend to elicit specific affective states (e.g., fear arises when bad circumstances seem
uncontrollable, whereas anger arises when control seems high) and prepare the organism to respond in
adaptive ways. For example, when angry, blood tends to flow to the arms, preparing a person to attack
(Lerner & Tiedens, 2006). These evoked affective states serve as control signals that guide subsequent
behavior. They can motivate action in the world (for example, expending effort to remove an obstacle to
a goal), the can lead the individual to reevaluate their beliefs and goals (e.g., giving up on a goal that is
blocked) or can lead the individual to attempt to suppress these feelings.
Several computational methods have been proposed to model these processes. A central
challenge is how to derive appraisal variables in a general and domain-independent fashion. For
example, the EMA model (Gratch & Marsella, 2004; Marsella & Gratch, 2009) uses AI planning methods
to represent situations and derives appraisal variables from inferences over planning representations
(e.g., is the establishment of a goal threatened by some other action). As another example, Broekens
and colleagues use reinforcement learning to derive appraisals from a set of state-transition and reward
functions (Moerland, Broekens, & Jonker, 2016). Other models propose extensions to classical decision
https://docs.aws.amazon.com/rekognition/latest/dg/API_Emotion.html
Note that companies like Amazon sometimes include disclaimers though these can be difficult to find. In
particular, Amazon includes caveats for the use of its software in situations involving public safety including “Don’t
use Amazon Rekognition responses to make autonomous decisions for scenarios that require analysis by a
human”, though this caveat is made for face recognition, not emotion recognition
(https://docs.aws.amazon.com/rekognition/latest/dg/considerations-public-safety-use-cases.html)
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theory. For example, Meller’s decision-affect theory modifies the standard expected utility calculation
by incorporating appraisals of surprise, disappointment and regret (Mellers, Schwartz, Ho, & Ritov,
1997). See (Marsella, Gratch, & Petta, 2010) for a review of several computational appraisal models.
Computational appraisal models can be used to make predictions about how people will feel
(Elliott, 1992; Mao & Gratch, 2012), what decisions will be made (Mellers et al., 1997), and how people
cope with strong emotions, for example through resignation or wishful thinking (Marsella & Gratch,
2003). Given they capture “typical” human behavior, they can help identify clinical conditions where
people depart from normal decision-making (Yechiam, Busemeyer, Stout, & Bechara, 2005). Given that
they can predict how situations typically unfold (Robinson, Smith-Lovin, & Wisecup, 2006), they have
been used create or analyze stories (Bergstrand & Jasper, 2018) and drive the behavior of lifelike robots
(Kim & Kwon, 2010) and virtual characters (Neal Reilly, 1996; Traum, Swartout, Marsella, & Gratch,
2005).

Figure 1: An illustration of appraisal theory Body
Affects not only impact decision-making, but are associated with altered behavior across a wide range of
physiological and motor processes. Modeling and recognizing these changes can be important in of
themselves (e.g., predicting long-term bodily consequences of stress). But in that affect involves
multiple components (i.e., appraisal, psychophysiological change, motor expressions, action tendencies,
subjective feelings, and emotion regulation), changes in one component can allow inferences about
changes in another. For example, recognizing sympathetic versus parasympathetic nervous system
activation may help predict if someone is feeing a strong emotion (Bradley, Miccoli, Escrig, & Lang, 2008)
and modeling how decisions are shaped by physiological needs, like hunger and thirst, can give insights
into social and individual decision-making (Dancy, 2019) .

Figure 2: Major body systems impacted by affect
Figure 2 illustrates the different physiological and motor processes that are impacted by
affective states. With the exception of gene expression and the endocrine system, each of these
elements has been a focus of affective computing techniques. Much of the focus of affective computing
has been on recognizing and characterizing processes within each of these elements, but work is also
advancing on modeling these bodily processes, which in turn, can benefit both recognition and
generation techniques.
Several scholars have emphasized the importance of developing computational models of bodily
processes (e.g., Fellous, Armony, & LeDoux, 2002; Scherer, 2009). Much of the work in this area has
focused on detailed models of specific bodily elements. For example, models have been produced of
how emotion impacts the amygdala (Morén & Balkenius, 2000) or pupil dilation (Johansson & Balkenius,
2018), and some of these models have even inspired the design of practical products, such as power
control systems (Rahman, Milasi, Lucas, Araabi, & Radwan, 2008). But affective computing research is
beginning to explore comprehensive models of human physiology. For example, HumMod simulates the
interaction of 5000 physiological variables including the visceral, endocrine, and skeletal-motor systems
(Hester et al., 2011), and ACT-R/Φ combines physiological and cognitive models to better explain how
stress shapes decision-making (Dancy, Ritter, Berry, & Klein, 2015).
The importance of models notwithstanding, most affective computing research has focused on
how to recognize activation within each of these physiological elements. Work on the central nervous
system has emphasized detection of affective states from electroencephalogram (EEG) signals (see Kim,
Kim, Oh, & Kim, 2013; Mühl, Heylen, & Nijholt, 2015 for recent reviews), although recent work is
beginning to look at other measures including fMRI. For example, Kragel and colleagues trained a
classifier to predict the emotions evoked from video clips and argued that the learned representations
correspond to brain activation in human subjects watching the same videos (Kragel, Reddan, LaBar, &
Wager, 2019). The visceral system has been explored with a wide range of measures including skinconductance (Sano & Picard, 2013), cardiography (Khooshabeh et al., 2013; Nardelli, Valenza, Greco,
Lanata, & Scilingo, 2015), pupil dilation (Partala & Surakka, 2003). Work on the skeletal-motor system
has emphasized facial expression (Cohn & De la Torre, 2015) and bodily gestures and postures (BianchiBerthouze & Kleinsmith, 2015).
Although less studied within affective computing, affective states are also manifest in changes in
hormones and even result in genetic changes. For example, long-term stress can be measured by the

endocrine hormone cortisol (Hellhammer, Wüst, & Kudielka, 2009) and positive emotions can impact
gene expression in the hypothalamus (Hori et al., 2009). Some work has begun to explore real-time
direct measurement of such signals, including gene expression in mice (Ono, Honma, & Honma, 2015)
and human cortisol that can be measured with a smartphone (Choi et al., 2014), but these measures are
still invasive and impractical for many settings. One promising direction is to indirectly detect
physiological changes using a less invasive measure. For example, Scherer and colleagues explored the
relationship between physiological changes and changes in the voice (Neubauer et al., 2017) and
Abdelnasser and colleagues showed that respiration rate could be measured non-invasively using just
the WiFi in the home (Abdelnasser, Harras, & Youssef, 2015).
In addition of recognition, affective computing considers how to automatically generate
affective manifestations. Indeed, there is an increasingly close connection between recognition and
generation as models for recognition can sometimes be converted into generative models and both
recognition and generation share common intermediate feature representations. Generation work
includes how to simulate the influences of affect on speech, both in terms of prosody (Burkhardt &
Campbell, 2015) and lexical content (Wang & Wan, 2018), posture and gestures (Calvo, D’Mello, et al.,
2015) and facial display (Ochs, Niewiadomski, & Pelachaud, 2015).

Society
Affective states are manifest through bodily and behavior changes, and these manifestations can alter
the behavior of others. For example, people are more willing to make concessions to an angry
negotiator (van Kleef, de Dreu, & Manstead, 2004), even when those expressions are generated by a
machine (de Melo, Carnevale, & Gratch, 2011). These signals can even propagate through social
networks like Facebook (Kramer, Guillory, & Hancock, 2014). More fundamentally, many affective states
are inherently social (e.g., guilt or envy), serve important social functions (e.g., anger is a signal that a
relationship is broken and needs to be repaired), and are “co-constructed” through the back and forth
between individuals: for example, if one person leans forward and the other leans back, this may be
interpreted as fear whereas if one person leans forward and the other leans forward as well, this may be
interpreted as anger (see Parkinson, Fischer, & Manstead, 2005).
There is some disagreement within emotion research concerning the mechanisms by which
these manifestations shape social behavior. Research on emotion contagion argues people essentially
catch emotions from others, often below the level of conscious awareness (Hatfield, Cacioppo, &
Rapson, 1994). Some affective computing work follows this view, for example by modeling how fear
propagates through crowd just as heat propagates (Tsai, Bowring, Marsella, & Tambe, 2013) and Zhang
and colleagues apply a contagion model when proposing a method for calming crowds in an evacuation
(Zhang, Lu, & Liu, 2018).
The more prominent view is these manifestations serve as information. For example, van Kleef’s
Emotions as Social Information (EASI) model argues that people make inferences about the likely mental
state and future behavior of a person based on the emotional reactions they show to specific events.
The most detailed of these models build off of the appraisal theory illustrated in Figure 1. In what the
authors refer to as “reverse appraisal”, de Melo and colleagues argue that when observers see a specific
expression following an event, they use this as information about how the producer is appraising the
situation, and by extension, the goals the person holds (de Melo, Carnevale, Read, & Gratch, 2014). For
example, in the prisoner’s dilemma game, if my opponent shows guilt after exploiting me, this suggests
that the exploitation was accidental and I should give them another chance before punishing them. In

contrast, if my opponent smiles after exploiting me, this suggests they will exploit me again if given
another chance (see also Shore, Rychlowska, van der Schalk, Parkinson, & Manstead, 2018).
Reverse appraisal provides a useful framework for helping machines generate persuasive
emotional signals. For example, de Melo showed how to influence people’s willingness to cooperate
with a virtual agent based on a pattern of emotional signals that was predicted by reverse appraisal (de
Melo, Carnevale, & Gratch, 2010). We have also shown that reverse appraisal can help agents effective
lie in negotiations – helping to exploit an opponent while convincing them that they were treated fairly
(Gratch, Nazari, & Johnson, 2016). Other work has shown that other factors, such as culture, can shape
hop people interpret the emotional signals of machines (de Melo & Terada, 2019).

Figure 3: Illustration of reverse appraisal. Smiles following helping promote pro-social inferences
whereas smiles following harming promote anti-social inferences.
Up to now we have focused on how artifacts can act in human-like ways and use human-like
signals to alter social behavior. Art, music, architecture, even product design can also be seen as a
means to evoke affective responses, and affective computing has begun to impact these creative fields.
In Japan, Kansei engineering seeks to aid in the development of products or services that evoke specific
customer feelings and needs (Nagamachi, 1995). In general, the factors that elicit emotions from an
object may depend on quite different factors than how they are evoked by another person. For
example, Menninghaus’ research into “aesthetic emotions” argues that art tends to evoke states rarely
considered by human-centric emotion research, including enchantment, nostalgia, unease and insight
(Menninghaus et al., 2019). Juslin’s theory of music emotions emotion emphasizes such factors as
rhythmic entrainment and brain stem reflexes (Juslin, 2013). To the extent that such aesthetic states
could be modeled and predicted, it could have important practical implications, such as improved music
recommendation (Soleymani, Aljanaki, Wiering, & Veltkamp, 2015) or in the automatic generation of
emotionally-evocative objects (e.g., Utz & DiPaola, 2020).

Bias and ethics
In that affective computing seeks to recognize affective states, uses those recognitions to make
inferences (e.g., is this person trustworthy? Do they like my product?) and exploits affective signals to
shape human decisions, questions of ethics and bias are rightly coming to the forefront. As alluded to in
the introduction, AI Now’s 2019 report had as its number one recommendation that “Regulators should

ban the use of affect recognition in important decisions that impact people’s lives and access to
opportunities” (Crawford et al., 2019, pg 6). There are many problems with that recommendation. In
particular, although the report calls for the ban of affect recognition in general, they base this on quite
narrow evidence: i.e., evidence that machines cannot predict basic emotion categories (e.g., hope, joy,
fear..) from decontextualized images of the face (i.e., Barrett et al., 2019). Nonetheless, there is good
reason to be cautious in the use of this technology and any application should be evidence-based. As
noted in Section 2, there is often confusion around the meaning of affect terms, and naïve users of the
technology can easily use the techniques in in appropriate ways. Further, affective computing is subject
to many of issues of algorithmic bias faced by other areas of AI. For example, Figure 4 illustrates some
examples from our own lab of common problems faced by facial expression recognition technology. For
the woman on the left, the software believes her name tag represents the only face in the image and it
is attempting to make sense of that as a facial expression. The second image illustrates that background
items can prove attractive distractors – in this case the agent is fixated on Abraham Lincoln’s face in the
background. More systematically, the chart on the right shows the accuracy of a commercial face
detection algorithm we use in our lab – it is much less accurate detecting black faces. In general,
affective recognition accuracy can be impacted by a variety of contextual factors. Recognized
expressions change systematically as people look away from the camera – for example, as people look
down, algorithms are more convinced they are smiling (Kappas, Hess, Barr, & Kleck, 1994) – or by the
location of lights in the environment (Stratou, Ghosh, Debevec, & Morency, 2012) or when they are
speaking (Kim & Mower Provost, 2014).

Figure 4: Illustrations of sensitivity of affective computing methods to race and background clutter.
Accounting for the impact of context enhance the accuracy of affective-computing models, but
accuracy is not the only ethical concern. As noted the previous section, algorithms can use emotional
signals to shape social outcomes. Even when the goals of these systems seem benign – e.g., helping
people take their medicine (Bickmore, Gruber, & Picard, 2005) or disclose symptoms of mental illness
(Lucas, Gratch, King, & Morency, 2014), the use of emotional manipulation may be problematic. The
problems only magnify when we consider applications where agents manipulate for their own benefit at
the cost of the user (Gratch, 2020). For discussions of ethics in affective computing, see (Beavers &
Slattery, 2017; Cowie, 2015; Reynolds & Picard, 2004).
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